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P.6/5 Literacy
What to expect! 

#P6/5areoutofthisworld

• At the beginning of each week we will upload 3 
PowerPoints into the January Home Learning folder 
on teams. Literacy, Numeracy and General.

• Teachers will be on hand to support throughout the 
school day.

• Teachers will host daily live meets at 9.35am and 1pm 
where they will talk through your task. These will be 
for help, support, check ins and fun will take place! 
Feel free to join whenever you can.

• You can work through the activities at your own pace, 
choosing activities you would like to complete ☺



Suggested Timetable



Tuesday 12th January 
Capital Letters

parliament
hindrance
persuade
necessary
sacrifice
recognise

opportunity
sincerely
stomach
nuisance

Activities
• Synonyms
• Bubble letters

Full Stops

gym
mystery
pyramid
crystal
rhythm

lyric
typical
myth

oxygen
system
Activities

• Word parts
• Silly sentences

Commas

magic
giant
gel

cage
gym

danger
germs
tragic
gent
angel
Activities

• Type your 
words

• Sentences

Exclamation Marks 

tried
cried
fried
died

replied
lied
tie
pies
fries
spies

Activities
• Vowel spotlight
• Scrabble words



Active spelling cards (for ref only)



Tuesday 12th January 
LI: to translate the meaning of 
Scots words

 On the next slide, there is a list 
of Scots words. Your task is to 
write out the meanings of each 
of these words.

 Example: 

Wheesht – be quiet

Challenge: pick 3 words and put 
them in a sentence.



Tuesday 12th January 

 Bonnet

 Sonnet

 Ghaists

 Brig

 Neibor

 Bonnie

 Deil 



Thursday 14th January 

Familiarise yourself with your new 
poem and can you write a short 
summary about what your poem is 
about:

P5 – Willy Wastle
P6 – Tam O’Shanter



Friday Literacy Mini Task



Robert Burns (25 January 1759 – 1796) was a 
famous poet born in Alloway, Ayrshire, Scotland. 
Some of his most famous poems include To A 
Mouse, Auld Lang Syne, and Tam o Shanter. Burns is 
seen as the national poet of Scotland. Much of his 
work is written in broad Scots, a version of English.

Burns died at 37, and is buried in the graveyard of St 
Michael's Church, Dumfries, Scotland.

Friday 15th January
Handwriting


